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Out-Foxed (Skyler Foxe Mysteries)

YOUNG. GAY. TEACHES HIGH SCHOOL. SOLVES CRIMES. WHAT'S UP WITH THAT? While
chaperoning a high school dance, English teacher Skyler Foxe has just been dragged out of the
closet by the hunky assistant football coach--a man he thought he knew. But when Sky discovers
Keith has been keeping a big secret, he breaks it off, leaving both of them lonely and confused. With
troubles mounting from the press, angry parents, confused students, Skyler's own mom, and a
murdered teacher, what's a boy to do but discover--once and for all--who's behind all the dirty
doings at James Polk High?Â
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First let me say- if you haven't read the first two books I really suggest you do.Each book has it's
own mystery and you get to work out the relationship through the three books. While out-foxed can
be read on its own I think reading the books in order just adds so much more.I am so excited about
this book that I went back and reread the first two.Skyler and Keith are "outted" at the school dance
and the backlash is huge! Keith isn't what he seems and the head football coach is still up to
something. In this book we finally find out the answers to all the questions- and don't end on a cliff
hanger.With the help of the SFC Skyler once again sticks his nose where it doesn't belong. Guess
he just never learns but really do we want him to? Lol!Skyler is still teaching still trying to help the
boy Alex who came out to him and has problems of his own.There is so much going on in this book
it is hard to put it down. Everytime I had to I couldn't wait to pick it back up. Would think about what
was going to happen when I did continue to read it. I think that is one of the highest compliments I

can give a book.The main reason I like this book and the entire series really is because of the
plot.This is the kind of book that has a plot! Has a mystery, suspense, and you still get the hot Alpha
men and their relationship. NO wam bam thank you and gone. This book is well written- the author
has talent. And I can't wait to read more.

An enjoyable conclusion to the trilogy, with a good mix of the zaniness of Skyler's world and the
seriousness of the convergent mystery story lines, topped with the inevitable consequences of the
coming out event in the previous book. Plenty of fun for an afternoon read.

Finally the end of the trilogy. Keith's identity revealed at the end of the 2nd book leads to a bit more
romantic angst as Skyler questions his hunk lover's action in outing them. Of course it does not last
as in any MM romance. I have to say I expect more complexity in Keith's character. Keith is "too"
overshadowed by Skyler, granted that Skyler is the main protagonist. Still it would be nice if there is
more color to Keith as he is Skyler's man.Skyler's SFC friends continue to be a fun bunch as they
aid in his impulsive investigations, garnering a lot of laughs. A little bit of romance within this little
group too, not that we do not see it coming! The mystery which spans 3 books is resolved with a
climatic moment and here is the weak part toward the end, which is the only weak part in the whole
trilogy. I am not questioning the possibility of the crime but what happen to the FBI and the local
police force ? Are they all sleeping including Keith while Skyler races to be the hero. I get that Skyler
needs to be the hero in the end but the resolution could be more credible. However I still rate this
one 5 stars because I really enjoy the wonderfully engaging writing. Skyler is such an endearing
character and his bunch of friends a hoot. I love the interaction between Skyler and the secondary
characters. His relationship with his mother is nicely expressed in this volume. I like his deeper
involvement in Rick's and Alex's lifes, helping this young couple to stand firm in the face of
family/school pressures. Skyler comfortable with being openly gay in school and finally settling down
with his man is a good ending but the writer promising us to have more standalones is even better.
Looking forward to much more of Skyler and company.

Young high school teacher Skyler Foxe is back, newly "outed" (along with his boyfriend,
teacher/assistant coach Keith Fletcher, who convinces him to dance with him at a school function.)
Shortly thereafter, he learns that Keith has been keeping a big secret from him, and breaks off their
relationship, just as he needs support to face the scrutiny resulting from the "outing." And Skyler
also must contend with his mother, to whom the revelation was a bit of a shock.Meanwhile, the

ongoing series of injuries and mysterious events at the school have local police, and even the FBI,
searching for some kind of criminal activity, possibly involving the football coach and other faculty
members. As usual, Skyler gets involved, in pursuing possible leads he feels the professionals are
not properly investigating, and finds himself in peril more than once. Thankfully, he has Keith, his
best female friend Detective Sidney Feldman, and a trio of his "ex" lovers who know him well, and
try to save him from himself.In this third of a introductory trilogy to the series (Although this could be
read independently, I strongly recommend they be read in order), the author does a commendable
job of spinning a rather complex crime mystery, intermixed with enough wit and erotic content to
keep readers turning the pages. Though I have some issues with the eventual "over the top"
revelation involved (which the author claims was based on actual events), the story is otherwise
excellent, and I can't see anything less than a perfect five stars out of five.- Bob Lind, Echo
Magazine
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